The origins and the recent accomplishments of aberration correction in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) are reviewed. It is remembered that the successful correction of imaging aberrations of round lenses owes much to the successful correction of spectrum aberrations achieved in electron energy loss spectrometers 2-3 decades earlier.
Introduction
The last decade has witnessed major progress in electron microscopy (EM), much of it due to the successful introduction of aberration correction for round lenses. We can now image single atoms as light as boron by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) annular dark field (ADF) imaging, and we can determine the chemical type of single atoms, using one of three different types of signals: ADF image intensity, electron energy loss (EEL) and X-ray spectra. We can even probe the type of bonding holding the single atom in place, by analyzing the fine structure of EEL spectra of single atoms. The spatial resolution attainable by EM (<1 Å) is now surpassing the resolution attainable by scanning tunneling and atomic force microscopes. On small parts of a sample, EM's ability to analyze matter atom by atom, with 100% efficiency, can surpass the analytical capabilities of the atom probe. In this paper, we review how these advances came about, and give a couple of key recent examples of the progress. We then describe another important advance presently taking place: combining the ability to probe matter at atomic resolution with meV-level electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) resolution.
Aberration correction has improved the performance of electron microscopes in a major way by addressing a fundamental problem: round lenses of the type traditionally employed in EM are far from perfect. The limitations of the lenses were investigated by Scherzer, who proved that regular round lenses cannot be free of major aberrations and showed that the aberrations place a severe limit on the resolution attainable by electron microscopes [1, 2] . This was clearly an important problem, and much effort was subsequently focused on trying to overcome the limit by aberration correction. Scherzer himself proposed a practical aberration corrector [3] and later initiated a major effort to build working correctors (Scherzer [4] , Koops [5] ). Many other researchers joined the quest to improve the resolution of the electron microscope by an aberration corrector: see for instance reviews by Hawkes [6], Rose [7] , Krivanek et al. [8] and Pennycook [9] .
Correctors built between 1950 and 1990 typically demonstrated the correction principle they used, by being able to null the aberrations they set out to correct. But they did not result in an actual resolution improvement, and the practical goal of improving the resolution of the microscope that the corrector was built for was not attained for some four decades. There were three fundamental reasons for this. One, the increased complexity combined with the finite precision with which a corrector could be built meant that parasitic aberrations such as 3-fold astigmatism and axial coma became much more important, to the point of worsening the resolution of the corrected microscope relative to an uncorrected one. Two, the increased complexity of the total system placed increased demands on power supply stabilities, and these were not fully met until the 1990s. Three, the parasitic aberrations needed new diagnostic procedures to measure them and new optical elements to fix them, and these were also not fully developed until the 1990s.
By the early 1980s, the fact that no successful correctors had been built in over 30 years of trying gave aberration correction an aura of impossibility. This was reinforced by the opinions of some of the pioneers in the field, who expressed doubts about whether aberration correction would ever lead to anything practical (e.g. Delltrap and Hardy [10]). As a result, funding agencies became averse to funding aberration correction projects, and most correction research paused for some 10 years. Fortunately for EM, the pause was not a complete one: work on aberration correction continued in the context of EELS, in which second-and later third-and higher-order-corrected spectrometers and imaging filters continued to improve on the performance of their simpler predecessors.
The first second-order-corrected spectrometer for use in an electron microscope was built by Crewe et al. [11] . This spectrometer had the unusual property that the aberration was cancelled in one direction only, and it required a rectangular entrance aperture for optimal operation. Several designs that achieved complete second-order correction of axial aberrations followed later (Parker et al. [12] , Shuman [13] , Tang [14], Isaacson and Scheinfein [15] ). Aberration correction in the context of EELS was very worthwhile: it increased the collection angle attainable by spectrometers, at a given energy resolution, by about an order of magnitude. For example, an early spectrometer built by one of the present authors used a magnetic prism with straight edges and had no second-order aberration correction, and was able to achieve an energy resolution of 1 eV (at 100 keV operating energy) only if it used an entrance aperture with a 200 µm diameter (Krivanek [16] ). A later version of the spectrometer used a prism with curved edges plus auxiliary sextupoles to provide complete second-order aberration correction and was able to achieve a resolution of better than 0.7 eV with an entrance aperture of a 3 mm diameter (Krivanek and Swann [17] ). The most recent such instruments correct aberrations up to fifth order and are capable of reaching a <0.1 eV energy resolution with an entrance aperture > 3 mm in diameter (Gubbens et al. [18] ; see also the Results section below). Similarly, recent versions of imaging filters initially developed by Rose's group use multipoles to correct aberrations up to third order and are capable of achieving an energy resolution of <50 meV and high values of filter transmissivity (Essers et al. [19] ).
Designing successful aberration-corrected spectrometers provided two of the present authors with the confidence and the practical knowledge needed to embark on developing a corrector of STEM aberrations. A similar process probably also occurred with members of the Rose group. In any case, in the mid-1990s, three aberration correction projects, two in Heidelberg (Germany) and one in Cambridge (UK), culminated in a practical improvement in the resolution reached by a scanning electron microscope (Zach and Haider [20] ), by a STEM (Krivanek et al. [21, 22] ) and by a conventional transmission electron microscope (CTEM, Haider et al. [23] ). The goal of reaching the best directly interpretable resolution in any electron microscope ever was reached soon after, with an improved STEM corrector [22, 24] , which produced a sub-Å electron probe when mounted in a VG 501 STEM operated at 120 keV (Batson et al. [25] ).
The rest of the aberration-correction story is now well known: aberration correction has improved the attainable resolution of both the STEM and the CTEM by 2-3×, and this has opened many new windows for observing the atomic world. In the area of STEM imaging, the attainable resolution has been improved repeatedly (Nellist et al. [26] , Sawada et al. [27, 28] , Erni et al. [29] )]. The corrected optics has allowed relatively large beam currents to be packed into atom-sized electron probes, first around 0.1-0.2 nA (e.g. Batson et al. [25] ), and more recently around 1 nA (Dellby et al. [30] ). Equally importantly, aberration correction has allowed atomic resolution STEM imaging and analysis to be reached at primary energies lower than 100 keV, and this has resulted in nearly damage-free imaging and spectroscopy of individual atoms (Krivanek et al. [31] [32] [33] [34] , Lovejoy et al. [35] , Suenaga and Koshino [36] , Suenaga et al. [37] , Zan et al. [38] , Zhou et al. [39, 40] Figure 1 shows ADF images of single atoms of silicon embedded in two different configurations in monolayer graphene: (a) 4-fold, in which the Si atom replaces a C-C pair, and (b) 3-fold, in which it replaces a single C atom. The images were collected at a 60 keV primary energy, in two different ways. Image (a) was acquired in 16 separate scans with a dwell time of 24 µs per pixel each, and the scans were aligned by cross-correlation and added up, with no further processing [39] . Image (b) was acquired in a single scan and then Fourier-filtered to smooth it and to remove probe tails [31, 34] . The fact that the impurity atom was Si was ascertained from the ratio in the ADF image intensity of the impurity atom and of the matrix atoms [39] , and also verified spectroscopically. Figure 2 shows EEL spectra obtained from the two types of sites in a separate experiment [41] , also at 60 keV. The spectra from single Si atoms embedded in graphene in the 4-fold and the 3-fold configurations are shown Fig. 2a , and theoretical spectra calculated using density functional theory are shown in Fig. 2b . The spectra were acquired while a small window centered on the Si atom was scanned at about TV rate, and the window was continuously re-centered over the Si atom if the atom started wandering away from the center of the field of view. In this way, jumps of the Si atom to a neighboring site in the graphene lattice, which happened several times during the experiment, did not result in 'losing' the atom. The neighboring site was typically equivalent, i.e. there was no change in the atom's environment. (Conversion from a 4-fold site to a 3-fold site (and vice versa) requires the incorporation (ejection) of an extra atom into (out of ) the graphene sheet, and this happened only very rarely.) The window area was 7 times the area of the atom and this meant that contributions to the spectrum of the Si atom were accumulated only for 14% of the total acquisition time. Nevertheless, when the atoms were tracked for 200 s, as was done in these experiments, spectra with an effective exposure time of 30 s for the single atoms were obtained.
The beam current was 50 pA and the beam diameter 1.2 Å. This meant that the single-atom spectra were obtained with a dose of the order of 10 10 electrons delivered to each atom. It resulted in EEL spectra of the single Si atoms (which also included a contribution from C atoms in the tracking area) with an intensity of 10 5 electrons per eV near the L 2,3 edge maximum at 130 eV, of which some 5 × 10 4 e − /eV were the net L 2,3 counts. A single-atom spectrum of this type has a statistical noise of only 1% root mean square (r.m.s.) even after background subtraction, and this is indeed what is found in the spectra shown in Fig. 2a .
The comparison of the three experimental spectra (Si in a 4-fold site, Si in a 3-fold site and a thin foil of SiC) shows major differences, especially between the two single-atom spectra. The comparison with the theory is excellent for the 4-fold Si and good for the 3-fold Si, for which the calculation has fitted the main experimental features well, but has also produced weak but sharp additional peaks, not observed experimentally, at 1 eV and 13 eV above the edge threshold.
Similar spectra from the two types of Si impurity sites in graphene have been acquired and analyzed by Zhou et al. [40] . Their data were acquired as spectrum-images, without using the tracking technique. The number of 60 keV electrons delivered to each Si atom was 10 9 and the spectra, therefore, included more statistical noise than the spectra of Fig. 2 , but they were acquired from unique sites, without the atoms hopping to neighboring ones. Zhou et al. ' s analysis showed that Si atoms in the 3-fold sites stick up above the graphene plane and their bonding involves sp 3 hybridization, whereas Si atoms in the 4-fold sites sit in the graphene plane and their bonding involves sp 2 d hybridization, in broad agreement with the conclusions of the study by Ramasse et al. [41] .
The above results demonstrate the advanced state of the development of aberration-corrected STEM and EELS very effectively. Spectra from single atoms can be obtained with good counting statistics in a few seconds, using an electron beam energy that produces little damage even in a low Z material. Theoretical simulations are capable of reproducing the spectra with a high degree of accuracy. Because atoms are the basic building blocks of matter, it is clear that imaging and analysis in the STEM can now reach, in favorable cases, as fundamental a level of exploration as matter itself allows. It is also clear that an experimental technique that can examine individual atoms one by one is not limited to looking at single atoms and is in fact even more powerful when exploring the properties of the assemblies of atoms that constitute solid materials.
Further accounts of the history of aberrationcorrected STEM and of its recent achievements can be found in the comprehensive book edited by Pennycook and Nellist [42] and in the issue of Ultramicroscopy dedicated to Albert Crewe, the inventor of the modern STEM (Isaacson and Krivanek [43] ).
Given the major advances that have taken place in the spatial resolution and analytical capabilities that electron microscopes have been able to reach in the last decade, it seems timely to ask: 'Are similar improvements attainable in other aspects of EM and spectroscopy?' One promising avenue is the correction of chromatic aberrations (e.g. Rose and Wan [44] ), which is now typically limiting the resolution of electron microscopes more than geometric aberrations, especially at low primary energies.
An even more promising avenue, in our opinion, concerns improving the energy resolution of EELS carried out with atom-sized electron probes. Currently, this technique is capable of reaching about a 40 meV energy resolution for short exposures of the order of 0.1 s and 70 meV for longer exposures (Essers et al. [19] ), at a spatial resolution of 0.3-1 nm. These limits are not fundamental, and much new information about many different types of samples would become available if the resolution could be improved to 10-30 meV, especially if combined with an atom-sized probe. For instance, information about energy gains in the sample (Boersch et al. [45] , García de Abajo and Kociak [46] ) and even vibrational properties of the sample (optical phonons, Geiger et al. [47] , Geiger [48] ) should become available.
In a previous publication, we have described the theoretical design of a new type of electron monochromator that should be able to reach such a level of performance (Krivanek et al. [49] ). In this paper, we show the first results obtained with a newly constructed practical implementation of the monochromator, and we discuss the ultimate limits that our approach should be able to reach.
Methods
The images and spectra presented in this paper were acquired with three different Nion UltraSTEM™ scanning transmission electron microscopes. Two of them, located at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory and at the Daresbury SuperSTEM laboratory, had the regular UltraSTEM™ configuration. The third one was the 100 keV monochromated UltraSTEM™ 100MC built for Arizona State University and was located at Nion, where it was undergoing final preshipment tests.
The UltraSTEM™ has been described previously (Dellby et al. [30] , Krivanek et al. [50] ). The experiments were carried out mostly at 60 keV, an operating energy that allows the formation of atom-sized electron probes and at the same time stays comfortably below the knock-on threshold for perfect graphene as well as many graphene defects. Two more reasons for favoring 60 keV operation were that scattering cross-sections become larger at lower operating energies and that good energy resolution becomes easier to reach. The beam current was generally between 10 and 200 pA, i.e. less than the coherent beam current (Krivanek et al. [33, 51] ) of the microscope's cold field emission gun (CFEG), which was typically around 300 pA. The energy spread of the CFEG was around 0.35 eV, a value that permitted the formation of electron probes of a diameter of 120 pm and a current of 100 pA (at 60 keV).
Two energy loss spectrometers were employed: the Gatan Enfina with optics similar to that of Gatan parallel electron energy loss spectrometers (PEELS) (Krivanek et al. [52] ), which produced the results shown in Fig. 2 , and the Gatan Enfinium, with optics similar to that of Gatan Quantum (Gubbens et al. [18] ), which was used for all the other EELS results shown in this paper. Figure 3 shows a cross-section of an entire UltraSTEM column comprising the recently constructed monochromator (Krivanek et al. [53] ). Figure 4 shows the monochromator part of the column in greater detail. The monochromator is preceded by two round lenses (ML1, ML2) and a monochromator aperture (MOA) module. The two lenses plus the aperture produce a beam of suitable angular range in the entrance plane of the monochromator, with a beam crossover typically 10 nm in size appearing at the height expected by the monochromator. The microscope column above the monochromator is very similar to the regular UltraSTEM™ column. It has three condenser lenses plus a virtual objective aperture (VOA) module, a C 3 /C 5 aberration corrector and all the other elements of a regular UltraSTEM™. The monochromator plus the extra lens and aperture modules add 48 cm to the total height of the column.
The monochromator (Fig. 4) consists of 21 separate optical layers. Layers 4, 9, 13 and 18 contain magnetic prisms, which together bend the beam by 360°, such that the final beam ends up travelling along the same axis as the incoming beam. The resultant trajectory resembles the Greek letter alpha, and the monochromator can thus be called 'alphatype'. The electron beam crosses itself in the middle of the prism 4/18. The average distance between electrons in a 60 keV, 1 nA beam is 21 mm, and the chances that an electron in such a beam will experience a significant change in its trajectory by scattering from another electron in the crossing region are negligibly small.
All prisms have straight edges at 90°to the beam. The main prism (layers 4/18) bends the beam by 75°. It has a uniform magnetic field and thus focuses the beam in the dispersion plane only. The auxiliary prisms (layers 9 and 13) each bend the beam by 105°. They are gradient prisms and give nearly equal focusing in the dispersion and nondispersion directions. Adjustable magnification and first-, second-and higher order focusing are provided by multipoles in layers 1-3, 5-8, 10, 12, 14-17 and 19-21. The multipoles in these layers typically consist of a strong quadrupole, a sextuple and an octupole, and also weak auxiliary dipoles.
Acting together, the multipoles allow the energy dispersion at the energy selecting slit, located in layer 11, to be adjusted, roughly over the range 3-200 µm per eV at a 60 keV primary energy. They also make sure that the precise symmetry conditions needing to be met at the slit (Krivanek et al. [49] ) are fulfilled and that second-and third-order aberrations at the slit and also in the beam re-entering the column are either eliminated or suitably minimized.
A simplified understanding of the monochromator can be obtained by regarding it as two parallel electron energy loss spectrometers (PEELS, Krivanek et al. [52] ) arranged back-to-back: the first PEELS produces a dispersed and magnified electron energy-loss spectrum at the energy-selecting slit in the center plane, the energy-selecting slit admits a portion of the spectrum into the rest of the apparatus, and the second PEELS, through which the electrons run 'backwards', un-disperses the electron beam and re-inserts it in the microscope column.
The electrons have the full beam energy when they are passing through the monochromator. This brings several important advantages and one disadvantage. The first advantage is that because the electrons are travelling fast, the average separation between them is increased, and the time they spend next to each other is decreased. This plus the fact that the beam is apertured down to nearly the final beam current by the pre-monochromator aperture (MOA) means that stochastic Coulomb interactions (collisional broadening, frequently also called the 'Boersch' effect) in the monochromator are minimized, thus largely preserving the original beam brightness. Second, because the electrons are at the full energy, their sensitivity to local charging, for instance due to contamination at the slit edges, is smaller than if their energy was a few hundred eV. Third, because the beam is not accelerated on leaving the monochromator, the energy selected by the monochromator is independent of the high tension (HT) supplied to the gun, and therefore it is not changed by potentially detrimental effects such as an instability in the HT at the HT generation frequency. Fourth and probably the most important, with the electrons traversing the monochromator and the spectrometer at their full energy, stability-enhancing schemes can be devised and implemented such that:
(a) instabilities in the power supplies of the prisms of the monochromator or of the prism of the spectrometer do not result in shifts of the spectrum on the EELS detector, and (b) instabilities in the high voltage of the electron source do not result in the spectrum produced at the energy-selecting slit shifting and thus changing the intensity admitted through the slit.
The stabilization of the spectrum on the EELS detector is achieved simply by connecting the principal windings of all the magnetic prisms of the entire monochromated instrument in series, i.e. by passing one and the same supply current through all of them. This makes sure that non-negligible changes in the energy selected by the monochromator, which arise when the current changes by amounts as small as one part in 10 8 , are precisely compensated for in the spectrometer, and the spectrum on the detector therefore does not shift. Connecting the prisms of the monochromator in series also essentially eliminates the movement of the probe on the sample, which would otherwise result if the current in an individual prism of the monochromator changed without the same change occurring in all the others. This is important for maintaining high spatial resolution at the sample.
Weak auxiliary windings are provided for each prism to make the prisms individually adjustable. By making sure that the auxiliary fields remain below 1% of the main field, the instabilities due to the auxiliary power supplies become >100 times less important than if all the prism fields were produced by independent power supplies.
The second stabilization is implemented by sensing the current falling on the two halves of the monochromator slit, comparing the two signals in a feedback circuit connected to the fast control loop of the HT and adjusting the HT so that the two signals remain the same. If this stabilization is turned off, the dispersed zero-loss peak (ZLP) produced by the first half of the monochromator shifts by small amounts relative to its central position on the slit. Because the microscope's CFEG produces a narrow energy distribution, a shift of the ZLP of as little as 50 meV would result in the beam admitted through the slit varying in intensity. The variation would typically produce bright and dark bands in scanned images and other time-resolved data, and these are avoided when the stabilization is turned on.
Taken together, the two stabilization schemes mean that our system is immune to instabilities in essentially the same way as systems that place both the monochromator and the spectrometer at the high voltage potential. A 3 meV energy resolution has been reached with the Boersch/Geiger system employing such a stabilization and operating at 30 keV (Geiger [48] ) and 12 meV has been reached with a microscope-based system using similar principles and operating at 60 keV (Terauchi et al. [54] ). The results section of this paper shows that the present stabilization scheme is capable of leading to similar energy resolution values. Because our system uses a bright CFEG and preserves as much brightness as possible by cancelling the energy dispersion in the beam exiting the monochromator, it is also capable of producing a monochromated electron probe of narrow energy width that is smaller than 2 Å. Neither of the previous highenergy resolution systems was able to produce such a probe.
The chief disadvantage of monochromating at the full beam energy is that the energy dispersion imparted onto the electron beam by the main prism (layer 4/18), whose bending radius is 115 mm, is rather small: 1 µm per eV for a 60 keV beam. The contribution of the second prism (layer 9) to the energy dispersion is even smaller. This means that the spectrum produced by the main prism has to be magnified to give enough dispersion at the slit, so that selecting down to 10 meV energy range can be done with an energy-selecting slit not much narrower than 1 μm, which implies that dispersions of up to 100 µm eV -1 may be needed. Such dispersions are readily produced by the quadrupoles in layers 5-8.
After traversing quadrupoles 5-8, the energydispersed beam is bent and focused by prism 9 such that it travels downwards at the slit 11. Rays of different energies need to be precisely parallel to each other at the slit, and this is fine-tuned by quadrupole 10. The beam at the slit is focused into a crossover both in the dispersion direction and perpendicular to it. The above conditions satisfy the symmetry requirements that allow the entire monochromator to produce zero energy dispersion at its exit. The second half of the monochromator is operated at almost the same settings as the first half, with small deviations compensating for the departures from exact symmetry that are inescapable with any actual mechanical embodiment.
The primary spectrum of the monochromator, which is produced by the main prism 4/18, is essentially an energy-dispersed image of the source. The size of the source image divided by the energy dispersion poses a fundamental limit on the energy resolution of the monochromator. The source image can be made larger or smaller by exciting lenses ML1 and ML2 differently and by changing the settings of the quadrupoles in layers 1-3. The pre-prism optics is typically adjusted so that the MOA admits 0.5 nA of beam current into the monochromator, and the source image in the primary spectrum is a few nm in size. The energy dispersion of the primary spectrum is 1 nm per meV and this means that the energy resolution limit due to the finite source size typically amounts to a few meV.
The source image is magnified by quadrupoles 5-8, along with the primary spectrum. It reaches the size of a few tens of nm at the slit when the dispersion at the slit is 10 μm per eV and a few hundreds of nm when the dispersion is 100 μm per eV. This is small enough so that an energy interval as narrow as a few meV can be selected in principle by the slit in our design.
The crossover is demagnified by the second half of the monochromator, which also nulls the energy dispersion. The beam then enters the condenser section of the microscope in much the same way as the unmonochromated beam produced by the electron gun enters the condenser section of a regular UltraSTEM™. The post-monochromator column in the present instrument is essentially the same as in the regular Nion UltraSTEM™ [50] , and the condenser and corrector sections of the monochromated instrument are operated much like in its unmonochromated cousin.
The angular range of the beam, which was originally defined by the MOA, is re-defined by the VOA situated between condenser lenses CL1 and CL2. This step is necessary because the VOA plane contains a diffraction pattern due to the slit, and this causes the MOA image to become distorted when the monochromator slit is made narrow. Moreover, to change the current in the sample-level probe, we adjust the condenser section of the column to change the source demagnification. This results in the image of the MOA, as projected onto the Ronchigram CCD, changing relative to the size of the VOA. As in the unmonochromated column, the probe angle defined by the VOA typically needs to be set to the largest admissible angle compatible with the aberration characteristics of the probeforming column, and the angle remains nearly constant from day to day. In normal operation of the instrument, the MOA image appearing on the Ronchigram CCD is between 1.1× and 5× larger than the VOA image. The nearly equal aperture size ratio gives the largest probe current.
An increased size of the projected source leads to a worsened spatial resolution. This cannot be avoided when monochromation is being pushed to its energy resolution limits and a substantial beam current is needed at the same time. The same kind of compromise is familiar to all users of STEMs: optimizing for a high spatial resolution means that the probe current needs to be restricted; optimizing for a sizeable beam current means that the spatial resolution grows worse. When monochromating as well, either the spatial or the energy resolution requirements (or both) need to be relaxed if the beam current value is to remain in the useful range for spectroscopy (typically 50 pA and above).
The vacuum inside the monochromator is sealed only with metal seals (Cu gaskets and C-rings). The whole monochromator is bakeable to 140°C, and it has its own ion pump that is mounted in the 'pumping tree' of the UltraSTEM™. The monochromator produces no appreciable extra gas load entering the rest of the column. Because the monochromator is situated between the CFEG, which needs extreme ultra-high vacuum (UHV), and the sample, which is best surrounded by a clean (hydrocarbon-free) and dry (moisture free) UHV, making sure that it does not produce an extra gas load is essential.
The monochromator contains many further elements whose full description would require more space than available in this paper. These include sensing apertures that allow the beam to be detected even if it is so misaligned that it cannot traverse the whole monochromator, a CCD camera lens-coupled to a scintillator which can temporarily replace the slit, actuators that allow the slit width to be adjusted as needed or the slit to be removed from the beam altogether or replaced by the scintillator, a sensitive arrangement for detecting the beam currents falling on the two slit halves, 4 layers of magnetic shielding and an extra layer of thermal shielding. Provision has been made for water-cooling of the main dispersion-magnifying (and demagnifying) quadrupole assemblies, which can each generate a heat load of a few Watts when the dispersion at the slit is near its maximum.
The main prism has two equal windings that can be run either in parallel or in opposition. For operation of the microscope without monochromation, the polarity of one of the two windings is switched. This results in the field in the prism being cancelled and the electron beam progressing straight up the column, without the heat load changing. Another way to dispense with the monochromation is to keep the electron trajectories through the monochromator unchanged, but to withdraw the slit from the beam.
A more thorough description of the entire monochromated system and its different operation modes will be provided in a separate publication.
Monochromator results
The initial testing of the monochromator proceeded in steps that followed the beam as it progressed through the system, i.e. first through the main prism 4/18, then through quadrupoles 5-8, prism 9, and then through the rest of the system. During the incremental testing phase, we took advantage of the modular nature of the Nion microscope and mounted the monochromator in the projector lens section of the microscope column, where it was easier to put on and take off and where the vacuum requirements were less severe than nearer the gun. The primary purpose of these tests was to make sure that the monochromator optics had worked out as designed, and that it was able to produce, at the energy-selecting slit, a high-quality spectrum of the energy distribution of the primary beam. Figure 5 shows a spectrum recorded during the tests, at 100 keV primary energy, with a fiberoptically coupled CCD camera temporarily replacing the energy-selecting slit. The CFEG emission current was 0.5 µA. The spectrum shows the energy width expected for (310) W CFEG running at a reduced emission current. It also shows the asymmetry characteristic of CFEG sources.
In normal operation of the monochromator, the slit selects a part of the energy distribution, and which exact part is selected determines the intensity of the beam exiting the monochromator. Figure 5 makes it clear that if, for instance, the selected energy interval shifted from the peak maximum to negative ΔE (higher absolute energy) by just 100 meV, the current admitted through the slit would drop to 50%. In our system, this kind of fluctuation is prevented by the feedback scheme that senses the slit current. One should also note that in order for the selected energy interval to be narrower than the energy width of the CFEG energy distribution, the energy resolution of the first half of the monochromator must be much better than this width. In other words, the energy resolution requirements placed on the monochromator are much more stringent that 0.25 eV. Figure 6 explores the ultimate energy resolution attainable with our system. It shows ZLPs obtained with a Gatan Enfinium spectrometer, and the monochromator mounted in the correct position between the gun and the condenser lenses and running as a full monochromator. The dispersion at the slit was only 10 μm per eV but even so the slit was made narrower than 10 meV ( judged by the intensity reduction of the beam). A 300 µm diameter aperture was used in the entrance plane of the EELS so that the monochromator and spectrometer aberrations would not need to be adjusted very accurately. The energy calibration was characterized by changing the voltage applied to the drift tube of the EELS prism and was accurate to 1%. The spectra were obtained by rapid acquisition with only 0.11 ms per spectrum and then integrating 20 spectra for the fast spectrum and 500 spectra for the slower one. This meant that the acquisition time was 2 ms for (a) and 55 ms for (b). The spectra were not aligned in energy before they were added up, so that the broadening of the spectrum resolution with longer acquisition time would be correctly simulated.
The 2 ms spectrum ZLP has a full-width at a halfmaximum (FWHM) of 12 meV. In the 55 ms acquisition (spanning over three cycles of the mains alternating current (AC) frequency), the FWHM has broadened to 16 meV. In spectra acquired in 1 s and longer, the FWHM is typically broadened further to 20-30 meV. Nevertheless, the potential energy resolution of our instrument is clearly similar to the results obtained with Terauchi et al.'s system [54] , and it is likely to improve further as we improve the stability performance and gain more experience with optimizing the adjustment of the system. Figure 7 explores the quality of aberration correction in the monochromator and in the spectrometer at larger spectrometer acceptance angles. It shows a pair of images of the ZLP, as detected on the EELS CCD, displaced by 100 meV applied to the EELS prism drift tube. The diameter of the EELS entrance aperture was 3 mm, and this was about the same size as the unscattered beam, which spanned ±27 mr at the sample. In other words, approximately the full beam incident on the sample was admitted into the spectrometer. The fact that the ZLP lines are straight and narrow and that the tails of the ZLP are highly suppressed (see Fig. 7b ) shows that the optics of the monochromator and that of the spectrometer are compatible with 20 meV FWHM EELS resolution at close to a 100% collection efficiency and that the ZLP tails can be controlled with about a ±20 meV precision (with some small exceptions due to the charging at the edges of the EELS entrance aperture, since replaced by a better quality one). In order to achieve this performance, multipoles in the spectrometer up to the dodecapole were all excited, for nearly complete 4-th order correction and partial fifth order correction. There were typically 4 controls per aberration order up to fourth order plus just the principal fifth order control, i.e. a total of 17 controls.
We have not yet fully investigated the electronoptical coupling of the spectrometer to the microscope column, and using shorter camera lengths at the EELS entrance aperture may turn out to be capable of coupling even higher sample-level angles into the spectrometer without a significant energy resolution loss.
It is useful to note that when observing the ZLP, small departures from monochromaticity arising in the monochromator, i.e. different angular segments of the beam at the monochromator exit corresponding to slightly different electron energies, can be compensated by the spectrometer such that at the EELS detector, the image of the ZLP appears undistorted. Looking at the ZLP recorded by the spectrometer when the slit is almost fully closed, the effects of small optical adjustments made to the monochromator and to the spectrometer appear very similar.
However, scattering by the sample redistributes the electrons in the angular space, and departures from monochromaticity at the sample become mixed in such a way that they cannot be unmixed by the spectrometer. Moreover, departures from monochromaticity in the probe illuminating the sample lead to an increase in the size of the probe. The second effect arises because the probe size is inversely proportional to the transverse size of the electron wave packet as defined by the VOA. If the VOA is illuminated by an electron beam whose energy varies across the aperture, then the size of the wave packet describing each individual electron is limited by this variation: the electron wave cannot traverse the VOA in places where electrons of its energy are not admitted. (Another way of thinking about this phenomenon is that when the beam is not precisely focused into a crossover at the monochromator slit, an image of the slit appears superposed on the image of the VOA.) When such a misadjustment occurs, the VOA-level wave packets become smaller (in the energy dispersion direction), and this leads to a corresponding increase in the beam size at the sample. This means that the VOA needs to be illuminated by a beam of uniform energy, and a non-negligible loss of spatial resolution is incurred if the monochromator tuning is not precise enough to achieve this.
In order to address the two effects described above, we have developed a Ronchigram-based tuning procedure that optimizes the spatial resolution by fine-tuning the monochromator's isochromaticity. In other words, the procedure allows us to separate monochromator tuning from spectrometer tuning. It is now being automated, and it will be described in a future publication.
Exploring the energy resolution that should be obtainable with longer exposure times in our system in the future, Fig. 8 shows two time-resolved traces of the zero-loss position on the CCD detector of the EELS. Trace (a) was obtained by doublefocusing the spectrum on the CCD and reading it out continuously, at 0.11 ms per line. It initially showed a 60 Hz modulation of an amplitude of 15 meV, and this was removed by adjusting the EELS AC compensation control. The remaining short-term instabilities then became largely aperiodic, with a peak-to-peak magnitude of 10 meV (on a time scale of tens of ms). Trace (b) was generated by acquiring a time sequence of 1200 spectra of 2 ms each, spread over 32 s, and collating them into a time-energy image. The medium-term instabilities (time scale of 0.25 s and above) that the trace documents are also largely aperiodic, with a peak-to-peak magnitude of 40 meV and hence 10 meV r.m.s. deviations. Longer-term instabilities were also analyzed, by acquiring spectra over several minutes (not shown here). They demonstrated that the long-term drift was typically <5 meV per min. This resulted in the energy resolution in spectra recorded in 100 s being nearly the same as the resolution in spectra recorded in 1 s.
Because the short-and medium-term instabilities come from neither the prism current variation nor variations in the high voltage, we should be able to decrease them significantly, once we have identified their precise source. Possible causes include mechanical vibrations of the EEL spectrometer, instabilities of the deflectors in the post-sample part of the Nion column, and instabilities in the EELS multipole and the EELS drift tube power supplies. The stability required of the EELS multipole supplies is rather high and there are many of them, because the Enfinium uses a separate power supply for each pole of its seven 12-pole optical elements. The tests of Fig. 8 were carried out with Gatan's extra-high stability power supplies (originally developed for the highvoltage version of the Quantum imaging filter), but even so it is likely that a further improvement in this area will be required if resolution of 10 meV is to be reached for acquisition times of 0.1 s and longer, particularly at 100 or 200 keV primary energy.
The measured long-term drift was better than expected, especially in view of the relatively unstable environment in the assembly/testing area at Nion. For comparison, the HT of the microscope can easily drift by 100 mV in 5 min if the room temperature is changing, and there are also shorterterm peak-to-peak instabilities of up to 100 mV. The measured stability values of the total instrument therefore show that our two stabilization schemes are working well. Figure 9 explores the spatial resolution obtainable with our system when monochromating. The main figure (Fig. 9a) shows a part of an ADF STEM image of Au nanoparticles on amorphous carbon, obtained with the beam passing through the monochromator and the slit retracted. The Fourier transform (Fig. 9b) shows strong transfer of spatial frequencies up to (1.23 Å) −1 (Au (222) reflection), which indicates that even with its considerably more complicated optical trajectory, the monochromated system is behaving similarly to Nion UltraSTEMs not equipped with a monochromator. Figure 9c shows the Fourier transform of a Au particle obtained with the slit inserted and adjusted to 100 meV energy width. It contains strong transfer at (1.23 Å) −1 and also a weaker transfer at (0.93 Å) −1 (Au (331) reflection). The beam current was 120 pA for (a) and (b) and 10 pA for (c), for which the source size was demagnified more. An improvement in the resolution of the monochromated image is expected on theoretical grounds: the spatial resolution should become better as the energy width of the beam is decreased, because the resolution limit due to chromatic effects becomes less important. However, for this to be observed in practice, many things have to be done right: the tuning of the isochromaticity at the VOA aperture must be very precise, the tuning of geometric aberrations of the probe at the sample must be more precise for the monochromated case than the unmonochromated one, sufficient beam brightness must be preserved even when monochromating, the energy-selecting slit must not distort the image of the source unduly, and there must be no major instabilities resulting from the monochromator operation. To our knowledge, Fig. 9 is the first experimental demonstration that all these potential difficulties can be overcome, and the STEM's spatial resolution can be either maintained or improved when monochromating. Figure 10 shows spectra acquired at 60 keV from a practical sample: an SiO 2 layer in an integrated circuit comprising nanoscale metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs). The illuminating beam was spread to 2 nm diameter, in order to minimize the radiation damage. Figure 10a shows an unprocessed (apart from gain normalization) low loss spectrum, Fig. 10b shows a gain-normalized and background-subtracted Si L 2,3 edge. The energy dispersion was 20 meV per channel, so that a range of 40 eV would be covered by the 2048-channel EELS CCD. The ZLP (not shown at its full height) was 40 meV wide at half-maximum, i.e. only 2 energy channels wide. This was possible because of the high spatial resolution of the scintillator used by the CCD.
The ZLP intensity was 302 on the intensity scale of the low-loss spectrum. The intensity of the low-loss features is between 0.1 and 1.6 on this scale, which means that if the low-loss features are not to be obscured by the tail of the ZLP, its suppression is very important. This has been accomplished quite effectively: at an intensity level of 3.0, i.e. at 1% of full height of the ZLP, the peak was 0.2 eV wide, and at a 0.3 intensity (0.1% of the ZLP), it was 0.7 eV wide. A significant portion of the observed tail intensity arose by re-scattering, in the scintillator and the coupling fiber-optics, of the electrons and photons properly belonging to the ZLP. We plan to look into ways of eliminating this contribution in the future.
The contribution of the ZLP tail to the low-loss spectrum can of course also be decreased by increasing the dispersion on the EELS CCD. At a dispersion of 0.56 meV per channel, the measured ZLP intensity was reduced to 0.1% of its peak value at 80 meV energy loss and to 0.01% at 170 meV energy loss. This represents about a 3-fold narrowing of the ZLP tail relative to values reported previously (Essers et al. [19] ).
Despite the ZLP tail present in Fig. 10a , the 'insulator gap' in the spectrum intensity between the ZLP and 9 eV is very clearly visible. The low-loss spectrum shows an interesting sharp feature at 10.5 eV (arrowed), which may be due to a band edge exciton (Batson [55] ). The L 2,3 spectrum shows a double peak at the threshold of the edge, at 106 eV, split by 0.6 eV (also arrowed). This corresponds to the Si L 2,3 edge spin-orbit splitting, and has been observed before (Batson [56] ), but not with as good an energy resolution as here. The acquisition times were 0.2 s for (a) and 50 s for (b). The long acquisition time for the L 2,3 spectrum was necessary partly because we did not optimize the beam current in the electron probe and also because the slit was only 10 meV wide.
The results of Fig. 10 were obtained in a single experimental session. They were not meant to be an in-depth study of the MOSFET device, but rather to show that many new and interesting experimental results will be obtainable with our instrument.
Discussion
Despite the limited practical experience we have had with the monochromated STEM system so far ( 4 months of testing of the complete system), it is clear that our expectations for its performance have been largely fulfilled. The stabilization schemes have worked out very much as we had hoped, and the instabilities we have seen so far should be straightforward to overcome. The optics has also largely worked out as expected. We have been able to obtain very good energy resolution, and to keep and even slightly improve the STEM spatial resolution when monochromating.
Our two stabilization schemes make the system immune to instabilities in the high voltage, which is hard to stabilize to better than 3 parts in 10 7 with present-day electronics over a time scale of a few seconds ( 60 mV at 200 kV and 20 mV at 60 kV), and two to three times these values over a few minutes. They also make it immune to instabilities in the prism current, which can be reduced to <1 in 10 8 for time periods shorter than 1 s, but whose longer term drifts can easily reach one part in 10 7 , and thus a 20 meV shift of a 100 keV ZLP if the stabilization is not implemented (note that ΔE/E 0 2 ΔI/I 0 , where ΔE is the energy change and ΔI the current change). The remaining instabilities that affect the energy resolution of our system for longer acquisition times are due to deflections of the beam occurring between the energy-selecting slit and the EELS detector.
Because the probe at the sample needs to be kept stable to within a fraction of 1 Å, the main part of the microscope column has already been made largely immune to such deflections. However, in the detector section of the column, instabilities amounting to an EEL spectrum jitter of few tens of meV are not readily noticeable when operating without a monochromator, at 0.3 eV resolution. As a result, the detector part of the column and the EELS itself are normally not designed to the same standards. For example, the mu-metal shielding of the detection column and of the EELS tend to be single rather than double (or triple or even quadrupole, as used in some parts of the probe-forming column), and the beam is allowed to become much wider (and hence more sensitive to stray fields and other instabilities) in the detector and the EELS sections than in any other part of the column. Moreover, instability-minimizing precautions employed in the pre-sample microscope column (including the monochromator and the corrector), such as decreasing the range of deflector coils to the minimum possible value, are not always employed, especially in the EELS. None of this is surprising: up to now, there was no need to make these parts of the column as stable as the probe-forming part. The relaxed standards are the primary reason for the instabilities we have observed so far. Removing them will mean that the detector column and the EELS will have to be brought up to the same standards as the rest of the microscope.
When the instabilities are brought down to 3 meV r.m.s. and below, a 10 meV energy resolution is likely to become available for examining real samples, rather than for a demonstration of the potential performance of the system, as was done with the 12 meV resolution spectrum here. Moreover, with a substantially improved energy stability, more precise tuning of the monochromator and of the spectrometer should become possible. This should in turn lead to an energy resolution even better than 10 meV, which will be very useful for vibrational spectroscopy, similar to the work of Geiger et al. [47, 48] , but at a much higher spatial resolution. We intend to pursue such a direction in future stages of this project.
Another important aspect for the optimum operation of a monochromated STEM system will be the brightness of the electron gun, best measured by the gun's coherent probe current I c [33, 51] , normalized by the energy width ∂E of the electron source as I cn = I c /∂E. Present-day CFEGs have an energy width of 0.3 eV, and typically give normalized coherent currents I cn of 0.5-1 nA eV -1 . This is 5 times higher than what is possible even with the brightest Schottky sources, whose energy width is round 1 eV. 1 nA eV -1 is very adequate for achieving atom-sized electrons probes with >100 pA of current in all non-monochromated STEM applications and also for monochromated applications down to an energy resolution of 50 meV. With the monochromator slit closed even further and selecting as little as 1% of the incident beam (for a 3 meV wide selection window), however, I cn much larger than 1 nA eV -1 would be very useful. It will be interesting to see whether new sources that increase the I cn value substantially can be developed in the future.
Quantitative estimates of the attainable probe size indicate that with a CFEG producing I cn = 0.5 nA eV -1 , atomic resolution (<2 Å) should be reachable at 100 keV, in theory, at a beam current of 100 pA and an energy width of 20 meV. Decreasing the beam energy width to around 10 meV is likely to mean having to relax the spatial resolution, probably to around 3 Å at a current of 100 pA. Attaining such high current values will require that the semiangle of the probe be opened up to 50 mrad, a value permitted by the decreased importance of the energy spread of the monochromated beam. This will then place higher demands on the quality of the correction of geometric aberrations in the monochromator, the probe-forming optics and the spectrometer, and it may take some time before it is attained in practice. With the optics optimally adjusted, it should then also be possible to form 2 Å, 20-50 pA, 10 meV wide probes.
In closing the discussion section, it is interesting to note that the overall concept of the monochromator described in this paper was proposed by two of the present authors over 20 years ago (Krivanek et al. [57] ) and that the present design is greatly enhanced relative to the original proposal (as described in this paper and also in Krivanek et al. [53] and Krivanek and Dellby [58] ). In the original design, the monochromator was not a dispersingundispersing one. This would have entailed a major loss of beam brightness, beyond the loss that is unavoidable when a narrow pass-band of energies is selected. Second, the original design made no provision for increasing the dispersion of the spectrum at the energy-selecting slit beyond the dispersion produced by a combination of magnetic prisms, and the dispersion would thus have been too small to provide high energy resolution. Third, unlike the present system, the optics of the originally proposed monochromator did not include the elements necessary for complete second-and third-order aberration correction.
As a fourth and rather separate point, there was no provision for the correction of chromatic aberration (C c ) of the probe-forming optics, whereas the present monochromator design includes the possibility of correcting C c by magnetic-only means, with the energy-selecting slit removed from the beam [49, 58] . Preliminary tests have shown that the correction principle is sound, but also that the trajectories through the monochromator that work best for monochromating and for C c correction are substantially different and that the switchover from one to the other requires a retuning of the monochromator, which is not yet fully automated. The correction approach should lead to improved spatial resolution at the full beam current, with no change in the energy resolution relative to the unmonochromated beam. It will be interesting to compare it with the alternative approach to higher spatial resolution possible with our system, which was illustrated by Fig. 9 : decreasing the energy spread of the incident beam to around 100 meV and hence giving up some 2/3 of the potentially available probe current, but improving the energy resolution at the same time as improving the spatial resolution.
Conclusions
The Nion monochromator represents a return to the beginnings of our journey through the electron optics landscape. Having started with the design of electron spectrometers and imaging filters and having then progressed to aberration correction of probe-forming optics, we are now working on optimizing the energy resolution of an entire STEM-EELS system. We bring to the task the experience gained while working on aberration correction and whole-microscope design.
The new system's performance promises to be a fundamental leap forward relative to our beginnings in EELS and also a major step forward relative to existing STEM-EELS systems. The development has followed the usual path of progress in science, as . recently illustrated by Howie for the case of EM [59] : an upward spiral that revisits places the field has been at previously, but typically at a significantly higher level.
A truly optimized high-energy and high-spatialresolution monochromated energy-analyzing STEM system will require: (a) an electron source with the highest possible value of the normalized coherent probe current, (b) a monochromator with aberration-corrected optics, (c) highly aberration-corrected probe-forming optics, (d) an EEL spectrometer with highly corrected optics and very good stabilities, (e) a linking scheme between the monochromator and the spectrometer that makes the recorded spectra immune to principal instabilities in either system, (f ) a stabilization scheme that makes the whole system immune to instabilities in the high voltage, (g) power supplies and multipole arrangements with the best possible stabilities throughout the system, (h) minimization of stochastic Coulomb broadening (Boersch) effects in the monochromator, and (i) largely automated operation.
Our present design makes a fundamentally new start on this road. The design is capable of providing 20 -30 meV energy resolution with an atomsized electron probe already now, and it will most likely progress to an energy resolution of~10 meV with an atom-sized probe in forthcoming stages of our project. The road is wide open, and further improvements in both the system performance and the range of potential applications are likely. It promises to be a paradigm-changing development, and an exciting and worthwhile journey for those who embark on it.
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